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Abstract—We show that the family of pseudo-random
matrices recently discovered by Soloveychik, Xiang, and
Tarokh in their work “Symmetric Pseudo-Random Matri-
ces” exhibits asymptotic independence. More specifically,
any two sequences of matrices of matching sizes from
that construction generated using sequences of different
non-reciprocal primitive polynomials are asymptotically
independent.
Index Terms—Pseudo-random matrices, asymptotic in-
dependence, Wigner’s ensemble.
I. INTRODUCTION
Random matrices have been a very active area of re-
search for the last few decades and have found enormous
applications in various areas of modern mathematics,
physics, engineering, biological modeling, and other
fields [1]. In this article, we focus on the classical model
of square symmetric matrices with +−1 entries, referred
to as square symmetric sign matrices. For this class of
matrices, Wigner [2, 3] demonstrated that if the elements
of the upper triangular part (including the main diagonal)
of an n×n matrix are independent Rademacher (+−1 with
equal probabilities) random variables, then as n grows a
properly scaled empirical spectral measure converges to
the semicircular law.
In many engineering applications, one needs to simu-
late matrices with random-looking properties. The most
natural way to generate an instance of a random n × n
sign matrix is to toss a fair coin n(n+1)2 times, fill the
upper triangular part of a matrix with the outcomes
and reflect the upper triangular part into the lower.
Unfortunately, for large n such an approach would
require a powerful source of randomness due to the
independence condition [4]. In addition, when the data
is generated by a truly random source, atypical non-
random looking outcomes have non-zero probability of
showing up. Yet another issue is that any experiment
involving tossing a coin would be impossible to repro-
duce exactly. All these reasons stimulated researchers
and engineers from different areas to seek for approaches
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of generating random-looking data usually referred to
as pseudo-random sources or sequences of binary digits
[5, 6]. A wide spectrum of pseudo-random number
generating algorithms have found applications in a large
variety of fields including radar, digital signal processing,
CDMA, coding theory, cryptographic systems, Monte
Carlo simulations, navigation systems, scrambling, etc.
[5].
The term pseudo-random is used to emphasize that the
binary data at hand is indeed generated by an entirely
deterministic causal process but its statistical proper-
ties resemble some of the properties of data generated
by tossing a fair coin. Remarkably, most efforts were
focused on one dimensional pseudo-random sequences
[5, 6] due to their natural applications and to the rel-
ative simplicity of their analytical treatment. One of
the most popular methods of generating pseudo-random
sequences is due to Golomb [6] and is based on linear-
feedback shift registers capable of generating pseudo-
random sequences (also called maximal or m-sequences)
of very low algorithmic complexity [7, 8]. The study
of pseudo-random arrays and matrices was launched
around the same time [9–12]. Among the known two
dimensional pseudo-random constructions the most pop-
ular are the so-called perfect maps [9, 13, 14], and two
dimensional cyclic codes [11, 12]. However, except for
the recent articles [15–18], to the best of our knowledge
none of the previous works considered constructions of
symmetric sign matrices using their spectral properties
as the defining statistical features. In their work, the
authors of [18] designed a family of symmetric sign
n×n matrices whose spectra almost surely (with respect
to a certain ensemble of small size) converge to the
semicircular law when their sizes grow. The construction
is very simple and is based on binary m-sequences of
lengths of the form n = 2m − 1 making the generation
of the pseudo-random matrices very efficient and fast.
The current paper is a natural extension of [18].
Our goal is to show that the pseudo-random matrices
constructed in that article not only yield semicircular
spectrum in the limit but also mimic the asymptotic
independence properties of the truly random Wigner
matrices. We prove that if two sequences of matrices
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2from [18] are generated using sequences of different non-
reciprocal primitive polynomials, then the former are
asymptotically independent. Technically, this is achieved
by verifying that the mixed centered moments of the
matrices at hand vanish asymptotically. This result sheds
much more light on the nature of spectral pseudo-
randomness in matrices and provides the first example of
a family of pseudo-random matrix constructions with the
aforementioned design properties and low algorithmic
complexity.
The rest of the text is organized as follows. First we
set up the notation in Section II. Section III introduces
the pseudo-random construction defined in [18] and out-
lines its properties relevant for the current text. Section
IV shows that our pseudo-random matrices are indeed
asymptotically independent. Numerical simulations sup-
porting our findings are shown in Section V. We make
our conclusions in Section VI.
II. NOTATION
We denote the ranges of non-negative integers by
[n] = {0, . . . , n−1}. Note also that the labeling of matrix
elements starts with 0. We write tr (A) = 1nTr (A),
where A is an n × n matrix. Introduce a family of
functions
ζn : GF (2)
n×n → {−1, 1}n×n,
{uij}n−1i,j=0 7→ {(−1)uij}n−1i,j=0,
(1)
mapping binary 0/1 matrices into sign matrices of the
same sizes. Below we suppress the subscript and write
ζ for simplicity. We use the following standard notation
for the limiting relations between functions. We write
f(n) = o(g(n)) if limn→∞
f(n)
g(n) = 0 and f(n) =
O(g(n)) if |f(n)| 6 C|g(n)| for some constant C and
n big enough.
III. THE PSEUDO-RANDOM CONSTRUCTION
In this section, we briefly outline the construction
presented in [18].
A. Golomb Sequences
Let f(x) be a binary primitive polynomial of degree
m and let C be a cyclic code of length n = 2m− 1 with
the generating polynomial
h(x) =
xn − 1
f(x)
. (2)
In other words,
C = {c ∈ GF (2)n | h(x)|c(x)}, (3)
where
c(x) =
n−1∑
i=0
cix
i. (4)
When f(x) is primitive, as in our case, a code con-
structed in such a way is usually referred to as a simplex
code. All the non-zero codewords of the obtained code
are shifts of each other and are called Golomb sequences
[6] (we can, therefore, simply say that a simplex code is
generated by a Golomb sequence).
Let C be the simplex code constructed from the
primitive binary polynomial f(x) as before. Fix a non-
zero codeword ϕ ∈ C (a Golomb sequence) and construct
a real symmetric matrix
An = {aij}n−1i,j=0 =
{
1
2
√
n
(−1)ϕ(i−j)+ϕ(j−i)
}n−1
i,j=0
.
(5)
Matrix An can be interpreted in the following way.
Consider a circulant non-symmetric matrix
T =

ϕ(0) ϕ(1) ϕ(2) . . . ϕ(n− 1)
ϕ(n− 1) ϕ(0) ϕ(1) . . . ϕ(n− 2)
ϕ(n− 2) ϕ(n− 1) ϕ(0) . . . ϕ(n− 3)
...
...
...
. . .
...
ϕ(1) ϕ(2) ϕ(3) . . . ϕ(0)
 .
(6)
The consecutive rows of T are simply cyclic shifts of the
Golomb sequence written in its first rows. The symmetric
matrix An can now be written as
An =
1
2
√
n
ζ(T+T>). (7)
It is easy to check that the obtained matrix is circulant,
since for any k ∈ [n], An is invariant under the shift of
indices of the form
i→ i+ k mod n, j → j + k mod n. (8)
Recall that any non-zero codeword of C is a cyclic
shift of ϕ, therefore, we may obtain an ensemble of
matrices from the code C indexed by integers within the
range a ∈ [n], as
An(a) =
{
1
2
√
n
(−1)ϕ(i−j+a)+ϕ(j−i+a)
}n−1
i,j=0
, (9)
with the original matrix An corresponding to An(0).
Definition 1. Given a primitive binary polynomial f(x),
an ensemble of pseudo-random matrices An of order n
is the set of all An(a), a ∈ [n] and their negatives,
endowed with the uniform probability measure.
3Below, whenever expectation over An is considered
it should be always treated with respect to the uniform
measure over An.
Definition 2 ([19]). We say that a sequence {An}∞n=1 of
matrices of growing sizes has an asymptotic eigenvalue
distribution if
βr = lim
n→∞ tr (A
r
n) (10)
exist for all r ∈ N.
One of the central results of [18] reads as follows.
Proposition 1 (Proposition 1 from [18]). Let An ∈ An,
then for a fixed r ∈ N and n = n(m) tending to infinity,
E [βr(An)] =
{
βr +O
(
1
n
)
, r even,
0, r odd,
(11)
where
βr =
∫
xrdFsc =
{
0, r odd,
Cr/2
2r , r even,
(12)
are the moments of the semicircular distribution [2] and
Cr =
(2r)!
r!(r + 1)!
(13)
are the Catalan numbers.
This result in particular implies that the limiting
spectral law of our pseudo-random matrices is Wigner’s
semicircular law.
Consider a pair of sequences of matrices {An}∞n=1
and {Bn}∞n=1, each of which is assumed to have an
asymptotic eigenvalue distribution. Ideally, we want
to understand the limiting behavior of any reasonably
regular function of An and Bn. By the method of
moment this calls for investigation of the moments
tr
(
At1nB
s1
n · · ·Atkn Bskn
)
for natural powers ti and si.
Since our pseudo-random construction yields circulant
matrices, they commute and we only need to study their
mixed moments of the form tr
(
AtnB
s
n
)
.
Definition 3. Let {An}∞n=1 and {Bn}∞n=1 be two se-
quences of random matrices of growing and matching
sizes having asymptotic eigenvalue distributions with the
moments δr and ζr respectively. Let t, s ∈ N, we say that
An and Bn are asymptotically independent if
tr
((
Atn − δtI
)
(Bsn − ζsI)
)→ 0, n→∞. (14)
Note that the mode of asymptotic independence (e.g.,
in expectation, in probability, almost surely) is deter-
mined by the mode of convergence to zero in (14).
IV. ASYMPTOTIC PSEUDO-INDEPENDENCE
In this section we show that two sequences of pseudo-
random matrices constructed as described in Section III
from different non-reciprocal primitive polynomials are
asymptotically independent in expectation, namely that
they satisfy the moment condition (14) on average over
the ensembles An and Bn.
Given a binary polynomial f(x), its reciprocal is a
polynomial of the same degree defined as
fˆ(x) = xdeg ff
(
x−1
)
. (15)
Lemma 1. A reciprocal of a primitive polynomial is
primitive.
Proof. The result follows directly from the properties of
the primitive polynomials and the fact that if ε is a root
of a polynomial, ε−1 is the root of its reciprocal.
Assume that the generating polynomial g(x) of the
Golomb sequence ψ does not coincide neither with the
generating polynomial f(x) of φ nor with its reciprocal
fˆ(x).
Proposition 2. Let {fm(x)}∞m=1 and {gm(x)}∞m=1 be
two sequences of different and non-reciprocal primitive
polynomials of degrees m. For n = 2m−1, let {An}∞n=1
and {Bn}∞n=1 be pseudo-random matrices constructed
from fm and gm correspondingly with arbitrary seeds,
then An and Bn are asymptotically independent on
average.
Proof. Our goal is to show that the expressions of the
form
E
[
tr
((
Atn(a)− βtI
)
(Bsn(b)− βsI)
)]
, (16)
for all natural t and s converge to zero when n increases.
Introduce the following quantity,
E = E
[
tr
((
Atn(a)− βtI
)
(Bsn(b)− βsI)
)]
+ βtβs
= E
[
tr
(
Atn(a)B
s
n(b)
)]
(17)
=
1
n
E
 n−1∑
i,j=0
[
At
]
ij
[Bs]ij

=
1
n3
n−1∑
a=0
n−1∑
b=0
1
22rnr
n−1∑
i0,...,it−1=0
n−1∑
j1,...,js−2=0,
j0=it−1,js−1=i0
(−1)γi,j(a,b),
where
r =
t
2
+
s
2
, (18)
4and we denote
γi,j(a, b) =
t−1∑
q=0
ϕ(iq+1 − iq + a) + ϕ(iq − iq+1 + a)
+
s−1∑
q=0
ψ(jq+1 − jq + b) + ψ(jq − jq+1 + b), (19)
where we treat the indices q of the vertices iq and jq
modulo t and s, respectively. Instead of treating the ex-
pression in (16), it is more convenient to demonstrate that
E converges to βrβs which is equivalent to the original
statement. Let us also write explicitly the condition on
indices appearing in (17) as
j0 = it−1, js−1 = i0. (20)
Set
uq = iq+1 − iq mod n, q = 0, . . . , t− 1, (21)
wq = jq+1 − jq mod n, q = 0, . . . , s− 1. (22)
Denote the obtained t- and s-tuples by
u = (u0, . . . , ut−1) ∈ [n]t, (23)
w = (w0, . . . , ws−1) ∈ [n]s, (24)
and following [18] use the function
νt : [n]
t → GF (2)n,
(u0, . . . , ut−1) (25)
7→
{ t−1∑
q=0
1(uq = i) + 1(−uq = i) mod 2
}n−1
i=0
,
where 1 is an indicator function and the equalities
are modulo n. We refer the reader to [18] for a
detailed discussion on the properties of νt. Briefly,
νt(·) takes the t-tuple u = (u0, . . . , ut−1) and
first maps it into an extended 2t-tuple (u,−u) =
(u0, . . . , ut−1,−u0, . . . ,−ut−1) ∈ [n]2t. Then it calcu-
lates the number of appearances of every number u ∈ [n]
in this 2t-tuple, which we denote by #{u} and constructs
a codeword c ∈ GF (2)n by setting its elements with
indices u to #{u} mod 2 and zeros otherwise. For
convenience, we suppress the subscript of νt below.
Rewrite γi,j(a, b) as
γi,j(a, b) = τ(ν(u), a) + τ(ν(w), b), (26)
where
τ(ν(u); a) (27)
=

∑t−1
q=0
[
ϕ(uq + a) + ϕ(−uq + a)
]
mod 2,
ν(u) 6= 0
0, ν(u) = 0.
With this notation, we obtain
E =
1
22rnr+3
n−1∑
a=0
n−1∑
b=0
∑
u,w
(−1)τ(ν(u);a)+τ(ν(w);b), (28)
where we assume u and w to satisfy (20). Let us denote
k = j0 − i0, (29)
then (28) can be rewritten as
E =
1
22rnr+3
n−1∑
a=0
n−1∑
b=0
n−1∑
k=0
n−1∑
i0=0
∑
uk,wk
(−1)τ(ν(u);a)+τ(ν(w);b),
(30)
where t- and s-tuples uk and wk have their elements
it−1 − i0 = k and j0 − js−1 = k, respectively. Clearly
for fixed k and i0, the averages over a and b decouple
and we can switch the order of summation to obtain
E =
n−1∑
k=0
1
n
n−1∑
i0=0
[
1
2tnt/2+1
n−1∑
a=0
∑
uk
(−1)τ(ν(uk);a)
]
×
[
1
2sns/2+1
n−1∑
b=0
∑
wk
(−1)τ(ν(wk);b)
]
.
(31)
Now we deal with the sums in the square brackets
separately. We focus on the first sum, the second is
treated analogously. Let us consider the case of k = 0
and even t. Here, similarly to [18] we need to count the
number of even paths starting and ending at i0 in order
to calculate the leading term of the expected value. The
calculation follows the same reasoning as in [18] and for
every fixed i0 yields
1
2tnt/2+1
n−1∑
a=0
∑
uk
(−1)τ(ν(uk);a) = βt +O
(
1
n
)
. (32)
For all other combinations of k > 0 or odd t, using the
same approach as in the derivation of a bound on III in
the proof of Proposition 1 in [18], we get
1
2tnt/2+1
n−1∑
a=0
∑
uk
(−1)τ(ν(uk);a) = O
(
1
n
)
. (33)
Similarly, for the second sum,
1
2sns/2+1
n−1∑
b=0
∑
wk
(−1)τ(ν(wk);a) = βs +O
(
1
n
)
, (34)
when k = 0 and s is even. Otherwise,
1
2sns/2+1
n−1∑
b=0
∑
wk
(−1)τ(ν(wk);a) = O
(
1
n
)
. (35)
5Overall, we conclude
E =
n−1∑
k=0
1
n
n−1∑
i0=0
[
βt +O
(
1
n
)][
βs +O
(
1
n
)]
= βtβs +O
(
1
n
)
, (36)
which according to (17) completes the proof.
It is important to note that Proposition 2 claims
asymptotic independence of the two sequences at hand
on average. In fact, asymptotic almost sure independence
can also be demonstrated using the same technique as in
[18] (see Figure 1 showing the decay of the variance).
However, to avoid duplication of the proof we decide to
omit the rigorous derivation here.
V. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we illustrate our theoretical results
from Section IV using numerical simulations. More
specifically, we examine the behavior of low mixed
moments of our pseudo-random matrices when the sizes
of the latter grow.
Let us fix a range M = mb, . . . ,me of integers and
consider two sequences of primitive binary polynomials
fmi and gmi , mi ∈ M . Each of the constructed
polynomials gives raise to an ensemble of cardinality
ni = 2
mi−1 of pseudo-random matrices of sizes ni×ni.
Denote the corresponding ensembles by Ani and Bni . In
our experiment we took mb = 7, me = 19. Polynomials
fmi were chosen to be the first polynomials in the
corresponding rows of the table [20]. Polynomials gmi
were obtained through 2-fold decimation of fmi-s and
can be easily checked to be non-reciprocal with fmi-s
[21].
We focus on studying the behavior of the expected
odd mixed moment
µts(ni) = EAni∼Ani ,Bni∼Bni tr
(
AtniB
s
ni
)
, (37)
as a function of ni. Figure 1 demonstrates that the mixed
moments at hand decay to zero as expected. In addition,
it shows the decay of the variance of the trace in (37),
which implies almost sure asymptotic independence as
explained earlier.
Figure 2 provides an empirical comparison of the rates
of convergence of higher mixed moments to zero. Here,
we took two polynomials f jmi and g
j
mi , j = 1, 2 of every
degree in the range defined by mb = 7, me = 17 from
the same table [20] and averaged the moments over the
two corresponding ensembles Ajni and Bjni . Remarkably,
this graph supports our theoretical result established in
Proposition 2 claiming that mixed moments decay with
the rate of O
(
1
n
)
.
102 103 104 105
n
10-6
10-4
10-2
First mixed moment
11
11+std11
Fig. 1. First mixed moment of the form (37) plus its standard
deviation region in pseudo-random matrices of sizes n = 27 −
1, . . . , 219 − 1.
102 103 104 105n
10-6
10-4
Mixed moments
11
33
55
Fig. 2. Higher mixed moments of the form (37) in pseudo-random
matrices of sizes n = 27 − 1, . . . , 217 − 1.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we show that the recently discovered in
[18] family of pseudo-random symmetric sign matrices
exhibits asymptotic independence properties. This results
allows one to generate pairs of random-looking symmet-
ric sign matrices with semicircular limiting spectrum and
vanishing odd mixed moments.
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